
Urban-Camp builds systems 
to help people living on the street 

build better lives

• the smallest code compliant modular dwellings
• designed for human scale clusters of 10-12 homes 
• for urban solutions on marginal and unimproved sites
• to replace homeless tent encampments 



Observations of Homeless Tent Encampments
Addressing the Toughest Segment of the Homeless Population



• Dwelling Definition by Code: 70 SF of Habitable 
Space with Permanent Provisions for Living, 
Sleeping, Eating, and Sanitation

Minimum Code Compliant Dwelling in Human 
Scale Clusters of 10 Units 



Multi-Cluster Developments 
Scale Up and Maintain Human Dimension

• Multi-Cluster Developments of 10 Homes 
Clusters with Utility Base

• Permits fast establishment of site and expansion 
over time

• 50 to Hundreds of Units
• Designed as a distinct community with 

boundaries from adjacent communities



• Locate within Walking Distance of Existing 
Homeless Tent Encampments

• Avoid remote sites, unless it is designed for people 
possessing and living in cars or campers

• Locate at undeveloped lots at margins of urban 
core, and with boundaries from other residential 
areas

• Consider location of walk-to grocery stores and 
medical clinics

Location Near Urban Core
We respect the existing dynamic where tent encampments exist, and 
would hope to establish Urban Camp within walking distance. 



What Does it Cost
Costs of Developing and Maintaining Housing Based on Zero Land Cost



Reduced Operating Cost 
Observing the partial solutions that cities implement, we note extremely high 
high ongoing operating costs. We believe this is because they transition 
highly independent people living on the street to highly dependent people 
now in their full care.  Urban Camp preserves independent living.

Design Reduced Cost

Long Term Housing Shelters and transition / processing facilities are expensive to build and 
operate.

Code Compliant Homes No special supervision of less safe / non-compliant tents or containers.

Secure Homes Open to Street The expense of fenced facilities and full time security personnel is avoided.

An Architecture for Healing Of course specialized medical and social work is required. But it should be 
greatly reduced compared to a communal facility

Access for Emergency Services The existing resources of the community are used, and no special full time 
personnel are required for these functions.

Self-Control / Self-Care 
Environment

The expense of facility cleaning and operating a kitchen is avoided. Also self-
care is a healing process.



How to Buy

• Local Government issues RFP to Established Local Homeless Service Providers.  
The RFP Specifies Urban Camp Products and Systems with a Scope of Initial and 
Multi-Year Social Services

• Local Provider is Awarded Contract / Grant and Buys Urban Camp Homes and 
Technical Services for Installation, Startup, and Operation.  Social Services are 
Provider Direct.

• Alternate: Developer issues and manages the RFP above in negotiation with the 
Local Government as offset for associated higher income development

• Urban Camp Intends to Focus on Selling Products, Systems, and Technical Services 
to a Local Organization, so that It can Operate Throughout the US.

• This eliminates the need for local political and property development expertise. 
And the need for state and local registration, licensing, and other business 
complexity



• Designed as Long Term Solutions with 30 Year Design Life
• Cost / Time Advantage from Modular Construction
• Building Code and Zoning Code (SRO) Compliance for Approval Quick Start
• Specialized Systems for Low Cost Water and Energy Management
• Specialized Expertise by Repeat Utilization of Products and System
• Aspiration to be largest US Provider of Ultra Low Cost Modular Homes for Urban 

Homeless Solutions – Ending Homeless Tent Camps

• Our target is the toughest segment of the homeless population, that has resisted a 
wide variety of proposed solutions tried to date.  

• Our goal is to prove the concept and expand its implementation to every urban 
area in the US with homeless tent encampments

Why Urban Camp
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